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process being one in which they thoroughly believe, in conse-
quence of the disease still being sufficiently common to afrord
them ocular proofs of its benefits, which happily is not the
oase in many of the English haunts of scepticism on
the subject. In order to do this it is proposed to carry out a
great inoculation campain in thirteen districts which have
suffered much from plague, and whose people will be likely
to be ready to avail themselves of it. These contain fourteen
large towns, including Delhi, the population of the whole
number being about one million, of whom it is hoped to inocu-
late at least one half, the civil surgeons with some assistance
undertaking this part of the work. The rural population to be
dealt with number about io millions, and the Government
contemplate for their success that it should be possible to
inoculate about two-thirds of this population between
September and January next, arrangements being therefore
made to inoculate 6t million people within five months.
Allowing each inoculator did 700 operations a day on twenty-
four days of the month, a staff of 77 full-time inoculators
would be required. In order to obtain the trust of the people
no natives under the rank of assistant-surgeons will be
employed, and as many European doctors as possible are
necessary. An Indian Medical Service officer for each district,
with a reserve of five, will be employed, while it is calculated
that 37 temporary medical officers will have to be recruited
from England for nine months on Rs.75o a month, with first-
class passage out, and home and travelling expenses while on
duty. This grand scheme is expected to cost1Rs.8,64,ooo, but
it is pointed out that the plague expenditure in the Punjab,
with only one bad year included, already exceeds 13 lakhs of
rupees, and may be expected to increase if no great effort is
made to stem the epidemic, while the most important recruit-inp ground of our native army is threatened. After about the
middle of October the climate of the Punjab is delightful-
far more enjoyable than an English winter-while the payoffered is good. In fact, the anomaly of Indian Medical
Service officers being placed over temporary medical men on
twice their own rate of pay is likely to be witnessed, while
temporary plague officers have recently been recruited into
the service, and allowed to count for service towards pension
the time spent on plague duty on high rates of pay. The work
will be hard, but now the war is over there ought to be no lack
of recruits under the liberal terms mentioned.

CORRESPONDENCE,
THE FORTHCOMING ELECTION OF A DIRECr

REPRESENTATIVE.
SIR,-It would, in my judgement, be impossible for the pro-

fession to have a more capable and faithful direct representa-
tive on the General Medical Council than Sir Victor Horsley
has proved himself. I hope there is no doubt about Sir Victor
allowing himself to be nominated for re-election, and I shall
esteem it a pleasure to accord him my hearty support.-
I am, etc.,
Old Trafford, Sept. 2nd. S. WOODCOCK.

SIR,-Mr. George Brown, by his letter in the BRITISH
MEDICAL JOURNAL of August 30th, seems to imply (i) that
Dr. Woodcock is again contesting the vacant seat, as he writes
of him " that he has heard of no other candidate"; and (2)
hat Sir Victor Horsley is not again coming forward. There

is no foundation for either of these suppositions. Sir Victor
Horsley is not only offering his valuable services to the
medical profession once more-services for which all of us on
the Medical Register cannot be sufficiently grateful-but will
be elected without any opposition from the quarter to which
Mr. Brown alludes. I cannot imagine that any member of
the profession could desire to attempt to wrest the seat from
Sir Victor Horsley-an attempt which could only lead to a
waste of energy and a useless expenditure of money.-I am,
etc.,
Queen Anne Street, W., Aug. 2oth. A. GEEORGE BATEMAN.

SIR -It must be apparent that Mr. George Brown has not
exercised very good taste in writing as he has done about the
election of a representative for the English Division of the

IJTnited Kingdom. It would have occurred to most general
practitioners that there is no member of the profession who
has worked so strenuously on behalf of the best interests of
the profession as Sir Victor Horsley has done. It may, how-,
ever, appear to Mr. George Brown that his light as a,metro-
politan member has been somewhat eclipsed by the brilliancy
of Sir Victor Horsley's rays. However that may be, it is per-
fectly certain that the profession will not be slow to recognize
the untiring work Sir Victor has performed.-I am, etc.,
Cardiff, Sept. 2nd. T. GARRETT HORDER.

MINERS' PHTHISIS.
SIR,-Some weeks back a communication from Dr. Oliver,

of Newcastle, re "miners' phthisis" was published in the
Latzcet. The Public Health Department of the Transvaal is
desirous of obtaining the most complete information on the
subject; and if medical men when reporting a case of death
from this disease (the patient having worked in this Colony>
would very kindly notify this Department, adding, if possible,
the name of the mine which employed the deceased, they
would considerably assist the Administration when dealing
with the matter. I should be much obliged if you would
insert this letter in your JOURNAL.-I am, etc.,

G. A. TURNER,
Acting A.M.O. HI. for Medical Officer of Health

for the Transvaal.
Office of the Medical Officer of Health for the Transvaal,

Government Buildings, Pretoria, July 29th.

APPENDICITIS OR TYPHLITIS.
SIR,-Under the above heading Dr. Owen Williams records

a serious case of inflammatory trouble in the region of the
caecum which yielded to medicinal and external local treat-
ment. The question is whether, as a rule, one is justified
under similar conditions, that is, temperature 102.40 F., rapid
pulse, abdominal tumefaction, vomiting, and localized dull-
ness and flush in the right iliac fossa, to trust to the un-
certaintv of a happy issue under non-surgical treatment
rather than resort at once to an operation which, if performed
in time and with due skill, warrants every hope of an imme-
diate good result, and at the same time renders the patient
less liable to a recurrence.

Personally, in spite of having conducted cases of typhlitis
to a happy issue in former times and of the records of similar
results in the medical press, I should not feel inclined to treat
a patient, presenting the grave symptoms described by Dr.
Owen Williams, without operation, until I had first urged on
him or his friends the desirability of immediate surgical in-
terference.
Both during my hospital and subsequent experience, when

dealing with urgent conditions, I have repeatedly seen opera-
tions performed too late, but I cannot call to mind ever having;
seen an operation performed too soon. Hence I think that
the record of such cases as that under consideration, by giving
countenance to an attitude of pusillanimous inactivity, is cal-
culated to increase an evil already too common, namely, pro-
crastination in seeking surgical aid where the issue of medical
ti,tment depends in a great measure on unknown and uncon-
trollable factors.

I am quite at one with Dr. Owen Williams on the question
of ensuring a daily evacuation of the bowels, whether by
means of Hunyadi water, a dinner pill, a raw apple at night,
a glass of water before breakfast, or the matutinal pipe, which
a patient has represented to me in his case as essential to
success. Indeed, I regard the daily "1evacuation" as die-
tinguished from the mere " motion" as tending to prevent
not only recurrent attacks of typhlitis, but also attacks of
many other complaints.-I am, etc.,
Lucerne, Aug. yIst. STUART TIDEY, M.D., M.R.C.P.

SIR,-In my letter giving my treatment of the above in tbe
BRITISH MEDICAL JOURNAL of August 30th, a printer's error,
but only of minor importance, crept into it. In the passage:
"for some time after getting up there was still a little tender-
ness and hardness to be felt upon pressure in the right iliac
region, and this was treated with a mixture of tinct. bellad.
and tinct. iodi. externally." These should be substituted
"with a mixture of lint. bellad. and lint. iodi. externally.-
I am, etc.,
Glandovey, Sept. ist. OWEN WILLIAMS, M. B., etc.
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